


The School
The Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee School caters for up to one hundred pupils, with ages ranging 
from two to nineteen years.  All the pupils have severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties.  
Some pupils also experience more complex needs, such as severe epilepsy or autism.
 
The school is organised into ten class groups, each with a teacher and two or more special support 
assistants. The peripatetic teaching service for sensory impairment works closely with teaching 
staff.  We are supported by a school nurse, speech and language therapist, a physiotherapist, an 
occupational therapist and a clinical psychologist.   Pupils are seen regularly by the school doctor or 
community paediatrician.
 
The pupils at school participate in many activities.  Each pupil has an individual learning plan based 
on our school curriculum and the National Curriculum.  This will include many specialised activities, 
such as hydrotherapy, rebound therapy, riding for the disabled, aromatherapy and massage.  The 
school has specialist status for performing arts and is committed to learning through this approach. 
The school has recently achieved the highly acclaimed gold Artsmark, for the third time.  The school 
also prides itself on its links with the wider community through visits to other schools, link courses at 
colleges and work experience. Dual Placements with mainstream schools are encouraged if 
appropriate for individual pupils. The school has a successful partnership with Collyer’s Sixth Form 
that offers a two year specialist course for students aged between nineteen and twenty-five.
 
The School Day - 8.50am to 3.00pm  Monday to Friday
 
General information on admission arrangements and miscellaneous matters.
 
West Sussex County Council is the admissions authority for QEII School and all decisions on 
placements are made by them after consultation with the school. All children at QEII have an 
Education, Health & Care Plan (EHCP) and cannot be placed on roll at QEII without this.
The school offers some early support for pre-school children who may not yet have an EHCP.

For Further Information
SENAT Team
Room 72 Ground Floor East Wing,
County Hall,
Chichester,
PO19 1RF
Telephone: 03330 142 903
SENSupportTeam@westsussex.gov.uk 

Transport Team
First Floor
 Northleigh
County Hall 
Chichester
West Sussex
PO19  1QT
Telephone:  01243 753530
schooltransport@westsussex.gov.uk 

For Further Information

Mission Statement

L - Learn

E - Enjoy

A - Achieve

R - Respect

N - No matter who we are

http://SENSupportTeam@westsussex.gov.uk
http://schooltransport@westsussex.gov.uk
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Our Vision
QEII is a theatre where individuals are inspired 
and nurtured by the crew who provide the script 

and the freedom to ad lib.
Each individual can then perform to the best of 

their ability leaving with the confidence to go out 
onto the stage of life, their performance 

resonating with you forever.

Care (A mini vision)
The gardeners are planting a flower bed where all the seeds will grow. 
They all need to develop strong roots and the gardeners work hard to 
provide them with sufficient space, nourishment and care. They keep 
them safe from harm and when individual plants are ready they are 
potted on to flourish. We are gardeners sowing seeds which will grow to 
develop strong roots. We work together to give them space, 
nourishment and care. We keep them safe and protect them from 
storms. With mutual support we all flourish.

Consistency (A mini vision)
Everyone knows the rules of the game. The players are on the pitch, the 
officials are in place and the boundaries are set. There is space to move 
around, excitement and challenge, the ball may even go out. The 
officials and players keep the game flowing fairly, at the final whistle the 
crowd cheer, ‘what a great match’.

Integrity (A mini vision)
Look in the mirror and what can you see, I see someone living out what 
they believe. We sparkle with honesty, trust and respect after all, it’s 
what we expect. Now look in your mirror and shine.

Creativity
Think outside of the box to fill your canvas with fun, colour, passion, 
energy and originality. You have created your own masterpiece.

Empowerment (A mini vision)
Empowerment – he moves his head and the fan comes on, 
his face lights up.
Empowerment – they stand on stage confidently 
delivering their lines, they stand taller.
Empowerment – she signs to tell a joke, she laughs with 
delight.
Empowerment happens in a moment, moments 
combine and confidence grows, confidence shines out 
as self-belief.

Shared Values
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Aims
To enable the individual to achieve his/her maximum potential by 

providing an appropriate teaching and learning environment and a 
curriculum which is innovative, creative, flexible, stimulating and 

relevant to the individual

To provide equal opportunities for all, that respect the individual’s 
right to make choices

To ensure the individual's educational placement is appropriate and 
responds to his/her needs

To develop independence, confidence 
and self-esteem

To promote and share a pride in achievement

To work in partnership to support our families

To prepare the student for a smooth transition to adult life

To be a respected part of our local community

See me as a person

Allow me to keep my dignity

Acknowledge my right to privacy

Show me respect

Be sensitive to my needs and feelings

Tell me how you are going to help me before hand

Respect my personal space by not touching me 
inappropriately and help me to respond likewise

Talk to me not about me

Celebrate my strengths and differences

Help me to achieve

Help me to develop my own interests

Encourage me to behave appropriately

Help me to make appropriate choices

Pupil Charter
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Student Manifesto
We Would Like:

A Beautiful School
With a pool and a playground

A Comfortable School
With comfy chairs, lighting, music, 

lots of equipment, nice food

A Safe School
With a safe building and grounds, 

no fighting, no bullying,
trusting adults and friends

A Listening School
With listening in assembly, 

a student council, where adults listen, 
where pupils listen

A Respectful School
Where we care for 

and look after each other

A School Without Walls
So we can go outside to learn

A School for Everybody!

The school is a purpose built single storey building erected in the Silver 
Jubilee Year and opened officially by H.M. Queen Elizabeth II in March 
1978 .   I t  compr i ses   c l ass rooms ,  ha l l ,  l i b ra r y  a rea , 
hydrotherapy/swimming pool, therapy room, soft surface playground, 
trim trail, environmental garden, sensory garden and a small multi-
sensory / soft play room.  There is a large purpose built studio for 
performing arts and indoor sports.

A fully equipped sixth form has been built for the further education 
group.
 
The school has developed a bank of 'specialist' equipment to cater for 
the particular needs of the individual such as walkers, standing frames, 
hoists, appropriate seating and materials for sensory exploration.  
Each class has a bank of computers and iPads plus any adaptations 
necessary to enable access for all pupils. The school prides itself in 
specialising in a wide range of progressive environments such as the 
magic carpet and eye-gaze systems to ensure maximum interaction 
opportunities for all pupils.

Accommodation
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Safeguarding
The care and well being of all pupils is at the heart of QEII School.   
Pupils, staff and parents work in partnership to ensure that the school is 
a safe place in which pupils may grow and develop. Any concerns about 
pupil well being are taken seriously and child protection is fundamental 
to this. The school follows rigorous safer recruitment procedures and 
induction and refresher training for all staff.  Our Child Protection Policy 
is available on the school website.

SEN Policy
As a purpose built special school which caters for pupils with severe or 
profound and multiple learning difficulties, we recognise the 
uniqueness of every pupil.
 
We also acknowledge that each pupil has special educational needs.  
These will be met through the delivery of a developmental curriculum 
which embraces the Early Years Foundation Stage, National 
Curriculum and ASDAN vocational courses. Through an individual 
learning plan and close liaison with parents, carers, professionals, 
schools, colleges and work places we intend to ensure the maximum 
development of all our pupils.
The school will continue to have regard for the guidance set out in the 
SEN Code of Practice.  The annual review and multi-disciplinary 
partnerships ensure that all pupils have equal access to a broad and 
balanced curriculum.  Specialised equipment and activities are 
provided where necessary.  Staff teach communication skills using a 
variety of alternative and augmentative communications (AAC) 
approaches including signing, symbols, switches, eyegaze technology 

and communication devices.
The school has developed an in-service training package.  
This is valued by all staff members who are eager to keep 
abreast of developments in special education. 

The school welcomes visitors. Prospective parents are usually shown 
around by the Headteacher by prior appointment.  
 Most pupils are admitted to school following statutory assessment. This 
procedure involves parents and relevant professionals and results in an 
EHCP (Education Health and Care Plan). Occasionally the Special 
Education Section at County Hall may recommend an assessment place 
which allows the pupil to be admitted whilst statutory assessment takes 
place.  Pre-School children can be supported by the school’s Early 
Support Programme which provides intensive support for young children 
enabling them to meet their potential and access appropriate schooling at 
the age of five.
Once admission has been agreed, arrangements for entry are made by 
the Headteacher in conjunction with the Education Department.

Admission Arrangements

Charges for School Activities

Complaints
If you wish to make a complaint relating to the school, you should go first to 
the Headteacher.
 If you wish to make a complaint relating to the Education Authority, other 
than about the school, details are available on the West Sussex County 
Council Website (westsussex.gov.uk).  If you are still not satisfied or 
would like more details please refer to the County booklet 'Information For 
Parents' which can be obtained from school.

There is very little for which you can be legally charged at school. For 
further details, please refer to our charging policy which can be obtained 
from school. The school may ask for voluntary contributions for off-site 
activities such as riding for the disabled and swimming or 
school visits.  School does not discriminate between those 
who contribute and those who are unable.
Current guidance from the Department for Education (DfE)  
on charging for school activities, states that children who 
are entitled to free school meals should be made aware 
that they do not have to contribute towards the ‘board and 
lodgings’ element of a trip.  This cost would have to be 
recovered from school fund as we do not have adequate 
resources in the school budget.
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Confidentiality
Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee School employees, those who work 
here as part of their training, volunteers and visitors will be responsible 
for maintaining confidentiality at all times. 
No personal information may be divulged to other parties without 
reference to the Headteacher.  Professional debate within school 
should be carried out with discretion and sensitivity.

The school's attendance record is good.  Authorised absences were 
recorded at an average of 9.28% with 0.44% unauthorised absences. 
This figure reflects a high proportion of sickness and hospital visits and 
family holidays. Parents are required to notify school of the reasons for 
any absences by telephone, email or letter.  Please telephone the 
school office before 10.00am on the morning of the first day of absence.  
If it is necessary to take a holiday during term time, a holiday form is 
available from the school office and must be returned to school before 
the holiday commences. 
Pupils at our school are often more vulnerable to infection and parents 
are asked to keep children at home if they have a severe cold, sickness 
and diarrhoea or an infectious disease, until they are fully recovered, to 
help avoid the risk of spreading infection.
If a pupil becomes ill during the school day, parents will be informed by 
telephone and asked to collect them.

Absences

School Clothing
The school uniform is not compulsory, but we would recommend that each 
pupil is dressed for school in shoes and clothing that are uncomplicated in 
style, and which will enable the individual to dress/undress as 
independently as possible.
 As a guide, we recommend a school sweatshirt, which is royal blue and 
embroidered with the school logo, black or grey trousers/joggers/skirt and 
a white polo shirt: polo shirts with the school logo are  available from 
school.  In warmer weather shorts or blue and white dresses may be more 
appropriate for primary pupils, however we would ask senior students to 
continue to wear their winter uniform. In exceptionally hot weather senior 
students may wear knee length grey or black shorts as we appreciate our 
students may overheat or become uncomfortable. Parents are asked to 
label all items of clothing.  Oaks Sixth Form do not wear school uniform.
For reasons of hygiene and safety, all pupils will need to change for PE 
lessons, including rebound therapy, into plimsolls or trainers with a white 
sole, a school team tee shirt and black shorts or tracksuit.  Parents are 
asked to provide a drawstring PE bag which is labelled.  It is particularly 
important for pupils to wear their PE kit for rebound therapy.
Jewellery including watches is not permitted in school, with the exception 
of students in Oaks Classes who will be expected to remove these items 
before sporting activities.  Pupils with pierced ears can wear small studs 
only and they must be removed before PE lessons or covered with tape 
(micropore or similar).  The school cannot accept responsibility for such 
items.
School reserves the right to forbid any personal belongings which could 
be considered to be unacceptably dangerous in school or against the 
interests of the pupils at large.
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Willows Early Intervention and Assessment Unit
Willows class caters for children in the early years with a broad range of 
special educational needs.  The classroom provides a bright, 
interesting and stimulating environment where the children follow the 
Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum.  The curriculum is based on 
the provision of opportunities for learning through play, by way of 
practical activities and routines which will promote learning, as well as 
the need to acquire an established body of knowledge and skills.  
The school is committed to the Early Support approach through multi-
professional working.  All families with young children will be offered the 
opportunity for regular meetings with the range of professionals 
involved with their child.  This approach enables parents to feel 
supported in setting achievable goals for their child and helps to inform 
the assessment process and embraces the new approach to provide 
outcomes focused Education Health and Care Plans (EHCP)
The school is proud of its work in the local community and this is 
highlighted in the class by the outreach programme which involves 
‘mainstream’ children coming to the school on a part time basis.  This 
project ensures that our pupils are working alongside their peers, 
benefitting from the skills they bring to the class.  The school has also 
fostered close links with local pre-schools, in particular with the local 
family centre to provide children with special education needs the 
opportunity to attend ‘mainstream’ settings supported by their key 
person.

SCHOOL ORGANISATION

Palms, Chestnut,  Beech and Elms classes cater mainly for infant and 
junior ages (Key Stage 1 & 2) although pupils are placed according to 
their individual needs.  Our aim is to develop each of the pupil’s present 
skills through individual and group work, working to the primary national 
curriculum and developing personal, social, health and citizenship 
skills.
The classes work in close partnership and often there are opportunities 
for pupils to access a range of activities in a variety of settings.  This 
mainly presents itself in physical education and the creative arts.
The classes provide a balance of learning experiences through a 
variety of approaches such as role play, investigation, sensory learning, 
structured play, circle time, table top activities and discussion.  Pupils 
are encouraged to take some responsibility for their own learning and 
are encouraged to evaluate their own performance if appropriate.
The classes work closely with partner schools such has Heron Way, 
Littlehaven, Holbrook and Leechpool where individuals or groups of 
children have the opportunity to interact with their peers each week and 
join in with constructive activities.  This has proved very successful for 
many students, encouraging growth and inspiring individuals. During 
their time in Elms Class pupils are introduced to a residential 
experience involving a one night stay at a local outdoor pursuit centre.

The Primary Department

Palms, Chestnut, Beech and Elms
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Firs
Firs Class is particularly for pupils with profound and multiple learning 
difficulties.  The class has a high pupil/staff ratio to enable activities to 
be completed on a one to one basis. There is a strong emphasis on a 
multi-sensory approach to education. Switches are used to enable the 
pupils to have control in their environment for example, in the 
hydrotherapy pool, sensory area of the classroom and to activate 
equipment used in differing activities, such as wheelchair mobility, 
cooking appliances, the hair dryer, fans etc. As with all classes, targets 
are set on a termly basis and are linked with the school's curriculum 
document. Post sixteen students work on achieving the ASDAN multi-
sensory award. The speech and language therapist works with staff to 
promote effective  communication through an appropriate means such 
as, switches or eye gaze technology.  Staff also work closely with both 
the physiotherapist and occupational therapist so that mobility skills are 
maximised. 
During their time in this class, pupils will experience a variety of 
positions which will help expand their horizons such as lying in a variety 
of ways, specialist seating and using standing frames.  Where 
appropriate, pupils are also encouraged to walk in a specially designed 
walking aid, thus developing independent mobility. We also encourage 
use of our Motomed assisted bicycle.
The class follows a sensory curriculum which aims to enable greater 
access to the school curriculum.  This will include activities such as 
hydrotherapy, Rebound therapy, aromatherapy, sensology, music 
therapy, tactile work and use of the dark room. Achievement is 
assessed using the Impacts Framework. 
Emphasis is also placed on independence skills such as feeding, toilet 
training as appropriate and hygiene.

Students in the secondary department follow a five year Key Stage 3 / 
Key Stage 4 curriculum and continue to work on individual targets.  
They benefit from our extensive creative arts curriculum and the use of 
iPads  in lessons to increase their access to our diverse curriculum.   
Students are introduced to a residential experience when they are 
invited to spend a week enjoying offsite pursuits in the New Forest.
Students are based in tutor groups and spend time working within these 
groups or in skills based groups.  This allows them to access lessons 
targeted to their individual needs and benefit from a range of role 
models, thus enabling a broader learning and social experience. 
Students are encouraged to develop their personal skills, such as 
hygiene and then as they progress through the department, they 
develop skills for independent living such as shopping, cooking and 
preparing for a smooth transition to adult life.  Links are encouraged 
with local secondary schools and individuals join their peers to access 
classes that they enjoy and are appropriate to them. 
Students at Key Stage 4 work on the ASDAN Towards Independence 
Vocational Qualification.

The Secondary Department

Cedar, Pines and Limes
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Oaks Sixth Form College
Oaks Sixth Form College caters for students aged between sixteen and 
nineteen, when they are entering the final phase of education before 
joining an adult environment.The aims for the students are: to raise self 
esteem, improve self confidence, increase independence, learn how to 
work as part of a team and gain nationally recognised qualifications 
through the ASDAN awarding body and Maths and English with NCFE 
awarding body and the Arts Award. Students may also gain Duke of 
Edinburgh Awards. Each student is encouraged to think for themselves, 
express their opinions and feelings and take on individual 
responsibilities. We aim to provide every opportunity to continue to learn 
and to consolidate basic life skills.  All students follow a core curriculum 
that includes Maths, English, Computing, PSHCE, food technology and 
meal preparation and theatre studies, the content of which is tailored to 
promoting independence, for example, travel training. There is an 
emphasis on practical work, relevant to the individual’s needs and 
chosen options, which include a range of sport, ICT, digital media, 
creative arts and leisure opportunities such as model making. Students 
attending Oaks Sixth Form generally play a leading role in whole school 
productions.  They are also given the opportunity to take part in discrete 
projects, which may be entered into national competitions.
During their time in sixth form, all students attend link courses with local 
colleges and where possible and when appropriate, they undertake 
work experience tailored to individual interest and need, often from 
within our school setting.  Students have the opportunity to build on 
outdoor pursuits and independence skills at our annual activity week at 
the Calvert Trust on Exmoor or Center Parcs in Elveden. Current and 
past students enjoy attending our Annual Reunion Prom and summer 
barbecue.

Students who are studying Personal Social Development at Entry Level 1 
and above are able to apply for a place at Collyer’s.  This is a two year 
course catering for up to twelve young people aged between 19 and 25. 
Students study ASDAN Employability and Life Skills at their appropriate 
level and take part in various sports options, drama, art and food 
technology. All students are encouraged to take the Arts Award in their 
own particular field of interest, doing Bronze Level in year one and 
progressing to Silver Level in year 2. Other options include photography 
and courses in Sports Leadership and Dance Leadership. Students can 
also take an award in Healthier Foods and Special Diets. 
Study at Collyer's takes place on a Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Students are encouraged to be as independent as possible while being 
supported by staff from QEII. Students are able to integrate with Collyer's 
life as much as they wish, including being on the student council, attending 
unions and using college facilities, such as the canteen. All lessons are 
open to Collyer's students supporting our students through a buddy 
system, their particular interests or through their own courses of study. 
The course at Collyer's gives students a supported and secure transition 
to progress from school life to perhaps studying at larger college 
campuses or accessing employment opportunities.

Collyer’s/QEII Partnership

Educating for excellence
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School Curriculum
The School follows a developmental curriculum which encompasses the 
National Curriculum.  This is accessed through the setting of yearly annual 
education plans which are evaluated through the annual review process.  
Termly targets (ILPs) are set by a multi-professional team including the teacher,  
physiotherapist, speech and language therapist and occupational therapist and 
indicate priorities for each pupil.  Parents are invited to include their ideas in this 
process and are informed of how pupils have  progressed towards their goals at 
the end of each term. 
The school is divided into early years, primary, senior and sixth form 
departments for curriculum planning purposes.  The early years and primary 
departments adopt a topic approach which is on a three yearly cycle, ensuring 
that the EYFS and National Curriculum programmes of study are experienced 
by the pupils.  The senior department works on a modular basis, covering mini 
topics in history, science, R.E, geography, art and technology over a five year 
programme. From the age of fourteen students have access to ASDAN 
accredited vocational courses.  Department staff plan together to ensure 
appropriate progression and continuity.
 The staff meet regularly to evaluate the curriculum offered to pupils and are 
constantly updating the school's policy documents on each curriculum area.  
The curriculum framework can be found on our school website.
Each curriculum subject is taught in a manner that enables development as 
pupils progress through the school.  Teachers strive to make activities 
appropriate to the age they are teaching and the resources throughout school 
reflect this.  The school is committed to delivering many aspects of the 
curriculum through Performing Arts which together with all aspects of school life 
have been judged to be Outstanding for three consecutive Ofsted inspections.  
The school has also developed an expertise in Alternative and Augmentative 
Communication and Progressive Environments and uses a wide range of low 
and high tech equipment to support this.
Teachers keep detailed records on individual and group progress using a whole 
school system which ensures continuity and progression throughout the school. 

Each pupil has a portfolio which contains evidence of achievement 
throughout their time in  school.  This  provides the basis for their 
record of achievement which is given to pupils at the end of each 
year. 
 The fostering of positive attitudes by parents and teachers to a 
pupil's learning cannot be over-emphasised.  Pupils are 
encouraged from an early age to evaluate their work and 
celebrate achievement.  

QEII School strongly advocates the teaching of the Creative Arts. Subjects include Art, 
Dance, Digital Media, Drama, Music and Theatre Studies. We recognise them as a 
powerful teaching tool that can enhance learning across the whole curriculum. All of our   
students have complex learning needs. Our Creative Arts Curriculum is designed   to   
enable   each student   to   reach   their full   potential in respect of the skills unique to 
each subject, as well as personal development in communication, self-esteem, 
confidence and independence.

QEII has held the Artsmark Gold Award for the last 10 years. It was most recently 
updated in November, 2017. Several staff are Arts Award Trainers, and all students 
have a chance to achieve an Arts Award during their time at school. 

The Creative Arts Department has been recognised nationally for its achievements. 
We have been proud to perform at events such as the National Dance Teachers’ 
conference at the Laban Centre, a celebration of the Shakespeare Schools Festival in 
the West End, as part of the British Paralympics at Stoke Mandeville, we contributed to 
an animation that was shown at the torch ceremony of the Rio Paralympics and 
students have performed at the O2 Indigo Theatre. Our film RESPECT premiered at 
Pinewood Studios.  The Creative Arts Programme at QEII has been greatly enhanced 
by the studio which was officially opened in July 2010. Our Head of Creative Arts 
constantly strives to provide the best opportunities and experiences for the students. 
Annual events include The Rock Challenge Dance Competition, The Shakespeare 
Schools Festival, the Christmas Nativity and the Horsham and District Dance Festival. 
We have a bi-annual Whole School Show, and every four years we perform a Gala at 
The Capitol Theatre in Horsham. We are also committed to sharing our expertise with 
other schools and the wider community through an ambassador programme.

We regularly display Art at The Capitol, and as well as weekly Art lessons, pupils also 
have regular opportunities to work with professional artists and to visit galleries. The Art 
Department also supports students in costume and prop design. 

We have an active Music Department. Pupils enjoy a weekly Music lesson, as well as 
many extra activities such as choir, song -writing, Music Club and a Ukulele Group. 

Sixth Form students have a weekly Theatre Studies session. The 
syllabus is divided in to nine modules over nine terms and includes 
Technical Theatre, Choreography and Devised Drama. Our sixth form 
students may also access work experience placements in our studio 
setting and have the opportunity to support younger pupils with dance 
events.

Digital Media takes place across the Senior Department, with all 
students having the opportunity to engage in Photography and Film 
Making.

Creative Arts
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English
At QEII we aim to continuously improve the proportion of children who achieve to 
their maximum potential in all aspects of communication, language and literacy. 
Our distinctive path includes a vision of English being so much more than 
reading, writing and speaking and listening and we employ a broad range of 
strategies and approaches to support development of language and 
communication skills. This includes the adoption of phonics across the school, 
using the Read Write Inc Phonics Scheme and our own developmental 
programme. Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC), latest 
technologies and the expressive and creative arts in addition to more traditional 
whole class based approaches. Our sixth form students work towards NCFE 
functional English qualifications at the appropriate level.
 QEII has a well stocked library resource area and pupils and students are 
encouraged to develop their independent reading skills throughout all areas of 
the curriculum. The attractive reading area surrounds the ‘Magic Carpet’ that 
provides an opportunity to engage in some of the most advanced technology for 
literacy and learning. 
Many of the pupils follow the Individualised Reading Scheme, a developmental 
programme that encourages freedom of choice in reading matter. In turn this 
motivates students to engage with reading throughout their school experience.  
At QEII we are constantly striving for students to gain maximum independence 
and autonomy in all aspects of their development. The quality of teaching 
English is reflected through our consistently improving results in all subjects. 
Outstanding performances in the Performing Arts demonstrate the creative and 
imaginative approaches to teaching and the consistent good practice of our staff. 
Lesson observations and regular communication and exchange of ideas 
between staff lead to both improved provision for English and a consistent 
approach by all. In all classes, teachers strive to engage and motivate their 
pupils in order to maximize their achievement, using the communication 
approach that best matches each child. Creative use of ICT supports this 
process and pupils have access to iPads to support their learning.
 In addition to teacher led initiatives for teaching English we have the 

support of speech and language therapists who work with teachers 
and our team of communication champions to produce individual 
plans to develop communicat ion and provide a total 
communication environment throughout school. We also invite 
educators from outside to promote the learning of English for both 
staff and pupils and we embrace considered new thinking on the 
subject. 
At QEII we are intent on removing barriers to literacy and 
communication and offering opportunities to raise standards 
and enjoy all aspects of English throughout the curriculum for 
all.

The school’s developmental curriculum introduces pupils to a wide 
range of mathematical skills in the areas of using and applying maths, 
number and algebra, shape, space and measure and handling data. 
Individual measurable targets are set for each pupil, each term, in three 
of these areas, following our “Q Level” assessment scheme in order to 
ensure that pupils make good progress and acquire new skills. Sixth 
form students work towards NCFE functional maths qualifications at 
the appropriate level. Pupils are given the opportunity to explore 
mathematical concepts in a practical and meaningful way both in the 
classroom through such methods as Maths Makes Sense, Numicon 
and Diennes Maths. This is to ensure that they are able to transfer the 
skills that they learn to different environments and scenarios.  It is 
important to ensure that pupils are able to generalise their 
mathematical knowledge as it will be necessary to apply their acquired 
skills to the many different situations that arise in adult life.

Maths

Computing
We believe that Information and Communication Technology has the 
potential to enhance the quality of teaching and learning across the 
curriculum. We have interactive whiteboards in in all our classrooms, 
creating exciting opportunities for teaching and learning. The network 
offers suitable Internet access and a range of learning platforms are used 
widely throughout the school. Each class is equipped with iPads and there 
is a bank of laptop computers.
We recognise the importance of internet safety and this is promoted at all 
times in school as well as being specifically taught.  We have also created 
a performing arts module around internet safety for our senior students.
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Science
Science is taught to all class groups and aims to cover the various programmes of 
study for each Key Stage.  Detailed schemes of work and subject modules are 
differentiated to take into account the strengths and requirements of individual 
students.
The investigative and explorative activities are of a functional and practical level, often 
of a sensory nature.  Pupils are encouraged to develop a natural curiosity, awareness 
and care for their surrounding environment.  They are taught how to problem solve and 
complete simple experiments commenting on their findings. The science curriculum is 
supported by opportunities for pupils to engage in the Forest Schools Programme. The 
continuous assessments begin with cause and effect activities and encourage pupils to 
self evaluate and report their achievements, using a range of technology such as iPads 
and interactive whiteboards.
The school is continually developing its extensive resource bank which includes 
materials for investigations alongside numerous science DVDs and internet and 
interactive resources.

PSHCE
The Personal, Social, Health, Citizenship and Emotional programme at school is an 
entitlement for all pupils and is seen as an integral part of the learning process 
beginning in early childhood and continuing into adult life.  It is delivered as part of a 
whole school approach which aims for links to be established between health, 
citizenship, sport, safety, behaviour and other cross-curricular themes.  This policy 
runs alongside the school’s Sex Education Policy.
We aim to provide a variety of opportunities which relate to pupil's lives outside of 
school, for example, topics which are the focus of current media interest, events which 
have formed part of the personal experience of pupils, school visits and visitors to 
school.
The relationships between staff and pupils and those amongst staff themselves are 
very important.  Standards, attitudes and patterns of behaviour can convey powerful 
messages and their significance is often underestimated.  Lessons which promote 
courtesy, concern, respect and acceptance of responsibility for self and others will be 
more effective if these qualities are valued consistently in every aspect of school life.  
Health messages will have more significant impact if they are supported by 
opportunities to exercise skills learnt in the classroom through for example, appropriate 
systems of reward and sanctions.
Those who are happy with their image are able to take increasing control of their lives 
including decisions relating to healthy lifestyles.
Through the delivery of this policy the school aims to:
Ÿ develop knowledge and understanding about growth and development and the 
human life cycle
Ÿ foster self esteem, awareness of self and others and a sense of moral responsibility
Ÿ develop the skills of communication and decision making to overcome vulnerability
Ÿ encourage exploration of values and attitudes implicit in the development of mature 
responsible adults
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We believe that physical education, experienced in a safe and supportive environment, is 
important in its contribution to a pupil’s physical and emotional development and health. 
Our pupils have the opportunity to access different areas of physical activity which are run 
by both internal and external staff. Swimming and horse riding take place off site. We are 
well resourced with a variety of apparatus and small games equipment for both indoor and 
outdoor use. We have a full size trampoline and run a rebound therapy session for each 
class. Rebound is also offered as an after school activity.  Students in the Sixth Form are 
offered sports options which include: swimming, gym, golf, dance, badminton, indoor 
sports, table tennis, Zumba and sensory exercise.

Physical Education

Our school provides a balanced and continuous programme of art for all pupils to enjoy.  
This programme builds upon students’ previous experience and extends capabilities 
further. Some older students are given the opportunity to explore in more detail through 
access to an outreach arrangement at local secondary schools and colleges.  We have an 
art room in our studio which all our students have access to as well as classroom based 
activities.   Pupils are encouraged to produce work with minimal help as this not only gives 
a sense of ownership and achievement but also provides a useful area of assessment.  Art 
and design is supported by a full time art technician. Our art and design programme is 
supported by our patron of arts Rachael Gadsden, who holds regular residencies and 
gifted and talented art projects.

Music can be found across all aspects of the curriculum and school life. It is used as a 
means of connecting with students and in a range of holistic and therapeutic situations. It is 
used cross curricular and compliments all subjects. 
Through our specialism in performing arts our school boasts a number of talented 
professional singers who enhance our music programme and give students the 
opportunity to use and experience a range of instruments and singing is an important part 
of school life. The national curriculum for music is adapted to suit the needs of our students. 
The school has a student and staff choir which has performed in a number of locations in 
the locality and a music therapy after school club.

Our History curriculum provides pupils with opportunities to study a wide range of historical 
facts and artefacts.  Pupils start with their own immediate history  and are later given 
opportunities to develop their understanding  and awareness of historical periods, events, 
people and issues within local, British, European and World contexts.
Our Geography curriculum aims to provide pupils with opportunities to draw on a widening 
range of geographical skills and to use them with increasing selectivity, accuracy and 
independence. Our teaching of geography will enable pupils to develop a growing awareness 
of their environment locally, nationally and globally.
As with all foundation subjects history and geography provide us with a wealth of 
opportunities to teach functional skills to individuals in a way that is both meaningful and 
motivating.  This approach gives pupils the opportunity to practice the skills they have been 
taught in a range of contexts and environments thus enabling them to generalise their 
learning and apply skills to many situations outside of the classroom.

Art and Design

Music

History and Geography

Modern Foreign Language
All pupils and students at QEII have the opportunity to experience a variety of 
cultures and languages. MFL at QEII is taught through multi-sensory 
presentation and practice. Pupils and students are immersed in the habits, 
culture and traditions of different cultures and teaching is pitched to the 
needs and abilities of all through careful differentiation.  For example, pupils 
and students in KS3 have learnt about Spanish through participating in a 
reconstruction of a Tomatina Festival alongside learning formal vocabulary 
and grammar; younger pupils participate by celebrating in themed events 
where they try food from a variety of countries and listen to stories of different 
cultures.

Religious Education
Our pupils are taught Religious Education according to the West Sussex 
Agreed Syllabus. Pupils learn about key aspects of Christian belief and also 
have an introduction to other cultures through the study of the major world 
faiths. Parents have the right to withdraw their children from Religious 
Education and Collective Worship of they wish.
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Collective Worship
This is held either in a 'whole school' format or classroom based.   Collective Worship is 
non-denominational but of wholly Christian morality.  The aim is to create an 
atmosphere for pupils:
*  To reflect meaningfully on life
* To introduce worship in a meaningful and honest way
* To bring pupils to the threshold of worship or
* To let them worship if desired
 Parents can withdraw their children from Collective Worship without giving a stated 
reason and the Headteacher will make alternative arrangements if viable.
'Whole School' assemblies are held once a week.  The aim is to foster a sense of 
belonging, affirming and celebrating the ideals and values of the school.  Assemblies 
will include Collective Worship and can include items from the following: R.E. 
celebrations, ceremonies, communities/lifestyles, beliefs/values.  They can also 
illustrate  sources of authority e.g. the Bible, searches for meaning e.g. goodness, 
sharing, expressions of meaning e.g. candles, road signs, logos.

Individual achievement and staff expectation at school is high and is apparent both 
through the quality of displays around the school and in each individual's profile of 
achievement.  Teachers set termly targets for the individual based on both the school's 
developmental curriculum, “Q Levels” assessment scheme and the National 
Curriculum including the pre-key stage indicators.  Individual and group progress is 
tracked using the Onwards and Upwards Assessment Tool.. Targets are regularly 
assessed and teachers keep detailed records of each individual's progress.
Assessment at QEII is based on the following principles:
* The learner is at the heart of assessment
* Assessment needs to provide a view of the whole learner
* Assessment is integral to teaching and learning
* Assessment includes reliable judgements about how learners are progressing
* Assessment must influence teaching and learning
* Assessment must be cross-curricular
* If we know what the learner knows we can help them use their skills in different 
situations
Whilst all pupils follow the appropriate Programme of Study from the National 
Curriculum, they are disapplied from Statutory Assessment at the end of each National 
Curriculum Key Stage.  Pupils are assessed termly, using the Early Years Foundation 
Stage Profile or the Q Levels and the National Curriculum.  Key Stage 4 and Sixth Form 
pupils are entered for nationally accredited vocational courses.  
All progress data is rigorously reviewed to ensure that all pupils are enabled to reach 
their full potential and that individual targets are appropriately challenging for 
individuals.
Each year all pupils are formally reviewed through the annual review of the EHCP.  As 
part of this process the school keeps an ongoing record of progress towards the 
outcomes identified in the EHCP and whether they are achieved, adjusted or newly 
created.

Assessment

Parent Support
QEII Parent Support Group

This group meets every third Thursday in the month at QEII for lunch 
and a presentation from an invited professional.  This group is now 
available more widely to parents in the local community who have 
children with special needs.  See our weekly newsletter or Facebook 
page for dates and topics.

Behaviour Support
Dr Elizabeth Scott-Gliba, a clinical psychologist is available to support 
individual families.  You can make a referral via the school. Please see 
our weekly newsletter for dates.
Helen Elphick and Claire Smee are trained Team Teach Instructors who 
are also available to support parents and run parent workshops.

Parent Partnership
This group consists of Lesley Dyer, parent reps from the primary and 
senior school and reps from respite care services.  The group meets 
twice a term to ensure that the partnership between home and school is 
effective.

Friends of QEII - PTFA
This group meets regularly to provide support and arrange social and 
fund raising events.
Please ask in the school office for more information:
 01403 266215,  or . office@qe2school.co.uk www.QE2school.co.uk

http://office@qe2school.co.uk
http://www.QE2school.co.uk
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Student Council
The Student Council meets with the headteacher on a weekly basis.  Each 
class elects a representative who will speak for all the pupils in their class. 
They are able to bring any issue to the council for discussion and all are taken 
seriously.  The student council plays an important part in the decision making 
process at school, for example, interviewing new staff, on fundraising 
initiatives, judging school competitions, helping to choose colour schemes 
for the school, deciding on the theme for our playground project, requesting 
equipment etc.  The student council has its own  award scheme; each week it 
chooses two or more pieces of work to receive its certificate and a spot on the 
Student Council notice board.  The Student Council  spent a great deal of 
time developing the Student Manifesto which brings together the views of all 
pupils on what they would like to see at school and this is  monitored  through 
its annual questionnaire to all students.

Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee School is committed to learning.  It is 
important that behaviour is managed so that the aims of the school can be 
achieved.  The majority of disciplinary issues are tackled in a positive 
manner, whereby teachers focus on and celebrate individual strengths and 
achievements.  Negative behaviour is discouraged unobtrusively to negate 
any attention seeking behaviour.  The purpose of this policy is to support this 
process through:
Ÿ The creation of a positive and orderly atmosphere where teaching and 
learning can take place
ŸThe creation of a safe environment for pupils and staff through the 
clarification of expectations, roles, rights and responsibilities
ŸThe reduction of staff stress through the identification of effective systems 
and practices
ŸAddressing the demands of changing conditions and approaches.

The full behaviour policy is available on the school website and covers the 
following areas: aims, rights and responsibilities, bullying, protocol for 
dealing with challenging behaviour, supporting staff, whole school behaviour 
meetings, individual behaviour programmes, protocol for dealing with 
serious incidents, physical restraint, exclusion, dealing with challenging 
behaviour whilst off-site and suggested do’s and don'ts.

Behaviour

The school's career policy embraces vocational and further education.
 Statements of Intent
ŸTo become a valued member of the local community
ŸTo prepare for a smooth transition to adult life
ŸTo develop confidence, self-esteem and maturity
ŸTo develop social/emotional awareness
ŸTo be responsible for their own actions
ŸTo interact and integrate with their peer group
ŸTo develop an awareness of safety/danger in many situations
ŸTo encourage as much independence as is possible by developing personal 
and social skills, inter-personal skills and domestic skills
ŸTo promote as many numeracy and literacy skills as possible as an aid to 
self reliance
These are realised and monitored by means of our multi-disciplinary 
meetings, work and college placements and further education in the 
Independence Unit. 
West Sussex County Council has appointed personal advisors who work 
with families to support the transition to adult life.

Careers Education

Equal Opportunities
The whole ethos and environment of Queen Elizabeth II School contributes 
to a general awareness of equal opportunities and multiculturalism.  All staff 
are involved and have a part to play in this process. An effective policy for the 
school can only be achieved by raising awareness and continued review of 
good practice. The school’s Equality Policy and Disability Equality Scheme is 
available on the school website.
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The Governing Body
Mrs Helen Crooks
Mr Peter Wright
Miss Lynn Kempshall
Mrs Sally Miller

Mrs Trish Marks 
Mrs Sarah Garwood

Miss Michaella Titherly
Mrs Lesley Dyer
Mrs Allyson West (Business Manager)
Mrs V Nicolaou
Mrs H Elphick
Mrs Alison Mitchison (Office Manager) 

Chairman - LA Governor / Leadership/Early Years

Parent Governor / Finance
Co-opted Governor/Child Protection/Children Looked 
After

Co-opted Governor/Inspiring Teaching & 
Learning/Sixth Form

Parent Governor / Staff
Vice Chairman - Parent Governor/Health & 
Safety/Independence & Achievement

Staff Governor / Quality of Provision

Headteacher Governor 
Associate Member
Associate Member (Deputy Head)
Associate Member (Deputy Head)
Clerk to Governors

Governors embrace our school vision by overseeing our shared values.
Care - spiritual, moral, social, cultural: Lynn Kempshall & Sarah Garwood.
Consistency & Integrity: Peter Wright & Trish Marks
Creativity: Sally Miller & Helen Crooks
Empowerment: Sally Miller

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
Headteacher     Lesley Dyer
Deputy Headteacher – Primary School Victoria Nicolaou
Deputy Headteacher – Senior School Helen Elphick 
Senior Teacher – Creative Arts  Tony Bright
Senior Teacher – Lead Learner Senior School Ellie Capas
Senior Teacher – Lead Learner Primary School Lisa Donnelly
Business Manager    Allyson West
Office Manager    Alison Mitchison
Site Manager     Peter Tyler
Receptionist     Sue Kent
Finance Assistant    Tracey Taylor
English     Victoria Nicolaou / Lisa Donnelly /
      Emma Risby-Ward / Michaella Titherly, 
Maths      Ellie Capas / Natalie Loader
Science     Danielle Newton / Alan Greig
Computing     Michaella Titherly / Ellie Capas
Art and Design and Technology  Wendy Evans / Hayley Wright
Music      Rosie Huggett / Holly Parsons
Physical Education    Hayley Wright / Emily Jones
PSHCE     Victoria Nicolaou / Helen Elphick
Humanities (History/Geography/RE)  Josie Ellis / Rosie Huggett 
Modern Foreign Languages   Lisa Donnelly
Parent Partnership    Lesley Dyer
Outreach     Victoria Nicolaou
Student Placement    Victoria Nicolaou
Behaviour Support    Helen Elphick
Progressive Environments Sensory AAC Lesley Mariner / Natalie Loader

Technicians

Higher Level Teaching Assistants
HLTA for Communication   Evelyn Daly
HLTA for Physical Development/Manual Handling Nikki Ayres / Jess Barrow
HLTA for Sensory Development   Sharon Coomes
HLTA for Behaviour    Fiona Wenham / Charlotte Walder
HLTA for ASDAN Awards   Fi Haley

Art/Studio     Penny Hoskins
Computing     Stephen Candy
First Aid Co-ordinator    Susan Douthwaite-Hodges
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Humanities (History/Geography/RE)  Josie Ellis / Rosie Huggett 
Modern Foreign Languages   Lisa Donnelly
Parent Partnership    Lesley Dyer
Outreach     Victoria Nicolaou
Student Placement    Victoria Nicolaou
Behaviour Support    Helen Elphick
Progressive Environments Sensory AAC Lesley Mariner / Natalie Loader

Technicians

Higher Level Teaching Assistants
HLTA for Communication   Evelyn Daly
HLTA for Physical Development/Manual Handling Nikki Ayres / Jess Barrow
HLTA for Sensory Development   Sharon Coomes
HLTA for Behaviour    Fiona Wenham / Charlotte Walder
HLTA for ASDAN Awards   Fi Haley

Art/Studio     Penny Hoskins
Computing     Stephen Candy
First Aid Co-ordinator    Susan Douthwaite-Hodges
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